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Preface

Preface
This document describes the various functions available in the Pathway visual programming tool.

Document history
Date

Version

Description

29 Nov 2016

0.1

Document started.

10 April 2017

1.0

No changes as a result of last review, so document moved to V1.0.
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Pathway: Inventory of Functionality
This section summarises the functionality available within the Pathway visual programming tool.
Subsequent sections give details of how to access these functions and what they do.
Items listed in red have been, or will be, deprecated, so they are not included elsewhere in the document.

High level Workspace functions (for user):

•

Document this category

•

•

Rename category

Open Library
▪

Save changes to current library

▪

Open recent library

▪

•

Open a definition

Open library from existing location

▪

•

Delete a definition

Create new empty library

•

Edit documentation for a definition

•

Materialise a definition

•

Move a definition

•

Manage projects (deprecated)

•

Restore default size

•

Stack view

•

Search

Definition functions:

▪

Search function

•

Open a copy of a definition

Library functions:

•

Rename a definition

•

•

View callers

Add functions:
▪

Add new category to a library

▪

Add new definition to a library

•

Ctrl/Z to undo last action

▪

Add a new import to a library

•

Save a definition (deprecated)

▫
▪
•

Add a new package to a library

Add team to version control (deprecated)

Create documentation functions:
▪

Create documentation

Search function

Component functions:
•

Team functions: (deprecated)
▪

•

Remove import

▪

Add a component
▪

Right-click and Shift/Right-click

•

Copy a component

•

Cut a component from the diagram

•

•

Paste a component

Save

•

•

Delete a component

Save as …

•

Move a component

Category functions:

•

Open a component

•

Add new category within this category

•

Open definition

•

Add new definition within this category

•

Add a comment to a component
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Selection area functions:

Wire functions:

•

Constant items:

•

Drag a wire to connect components

▪

Comment

•

▪

Documentation

Automatically create a wire to link
components

•

Drag a wire from a component to the display
table

•

Delete a wire

•

Highlight wires

•

Component-specific items (dependent on
selected component)

Multi-selection functions:
•

Copy selected components

•

Cut selected components from the diagram

•

Delete selected components

•

Paste selected components

•

Move selected components

•

Create new function

•

Create record

•

Extract Measures

Pin functions:
•

•

Output pin functions:
▪

Create record

▪

Delete

▪

Output this

▪

Rename

Input pin functions:
▪

Rename

▪

Up

▪

Down

▪

Delete

▪

Read from input

Tool tips:
•

Component tool tips

•

Pin tool tips

•

Display table tool tips
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Display Table functions:
•

Right-click popup menus
▪

Output column popup menu

▪

Stream index popup menu

•

Delete column

•

Delete all output columns

•

Set column label

•

Resize a column

•

Change the sequence of columns

•

Scroll the display table
▪

Scroll down/up

▪

Page down/up

▪

Move down/up a single row

•

Move to next/previous frame

•

Open the cell viewer
▪

Pin/Unpin cell viewer

▪

View cell contents as text/tree

▪

View error message details

History functions:
•

View a diagram's history

•

Add comments to a diagram's history
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Overview

Overview
Pathway is a visual programming tool that enables a user to manipulate and interrogate databases and
files. This document describes the functionality available within the tool, rather than being a full user guide.

Visual interface
The Pathway visual interface is divided into three main areas:
•

Left-hand pane – see About the left-hand pane below.

•

Diagram area – see About the diagram area on page 5.

•

Display Table – see About the Display Table on page 6.

Resizing the visual interface
The Pathway display area works like any other window, so you can resize the entire display area by
dragging any of its edges or corners, and you can resize any of its three main areas by dragging the internal
borders between those areas.

About the left-hand pane
The left-hand pane gives you access to the functions available from the Selection, Workspace and History
tabs:

Note: There is also a Scripting tab, but that has been deprecated.
In addition, there is a Search box at the bottom of the left-hand pane for both the Workspace and History
tabs:

This enables you to search for Pathway libraries and diagrams.
About the Selection tab
The Selection tab opens automatically when you select a component in a diagram. It gives information on
the selected component, where relevant, and enables you to specify component-specific values. For further
details, see Selection Area Functions starting on page 44.
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About the Workspace tab
The Workspace tab enables you to work with libraries and diagrams. It shows the structure of your
currently selected library in a tree format. The different levels within the tree are indicated in the diagram
below:

Pathway workspace name
Library name
Category name
Definition/diagram name

At the top of the tree structure is your Pathway workspace name. Below this is your currently selected
Library. Within the Library there might be one or more Categories, each containing one or more
Definitions/diagrams. Also with the Library are any Definitions/diagrams that are not nested within a
Category.
Right-clicking on any level within the tree structure opens a popup menu containing options relevant to the
selected level within the tree structure.
Left-clicking on a definition name opens the definition in the diagram area.
About the History tab
The History tab shows information about events in a diagram's history and allows you to add your own
comments to a diagram's history. For further details, see History Functions starting on page 90.
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About the diagram area
The diagram area is typically the largest of Pathway's visual interface areas. This is where you create and
update diagrams, such as the one below.

For further information, see
•

Definition Functions starting on page 29.

•

Component Functions starting on page 38.

•

Selection Area Functions starting on page 44.

•

Multi-selection Functions starting on page 48.

•

Pin Functions starting on page 59.

•

Tool tips starting on page 66.

•

Wire Functions starting on page 70.
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About the Display Table
The display table is the area at the bottom of the screen where diagram results can be displayed in a format
similar to a spreadsheet.

For further information, see Display Table Functions starting on page 76.
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High Level Workspace Functions
The high-level Workspace functions are accessed by right-clicking on your Pathway workspace name at the
top of the Workspace tab.

The available high level functions are:
•

Open Library – see Open Library below.

•

Manage projects – see Manage projects on page 12.

•

Restore default size – see Restore default size on page 12.

In addition to the right-click menu options, the Workspace area also gives you access to the following
functions:
•

Stack view – see Stack view on page 13.

•

Search function – see Search on page 14.
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Open Library
When you select to open a library, the Open Library dialog is displayed:

This dialog allows you to:
•

Open a recent library – see Open a recent library below.

•

Open a library from an existing location – see Open a library from an existing location on page 10.

•

Create a new empty library – see Create a new empty library on page 11.

Note: A library is a collection of Pathway diagrams.

Saving changes to your current library
When you select to open a library, if you have made changes to your current library and not saved those
changes, the following message box is displayed:

Choose one of the following actions:
•

Click Yes to save the changes to your current library before opening a different library.

•

Click No to open a different library without saving the changes to your current library.

•

Click Cancel to go return to your current library rather than opening a different library.
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To save changes to your current library before choosing to open a new one, select Save or Save as … from
the Library right-click popup menu. See Save on page 23 and Save as … on page 24.

The default diagram for a library
When you open a library, the default diagram from that library is opened automatically.
•

If the library is the same as the last one you edited, the default diagram is the last one that you were
editing.

•

When you create a new library, the library contains a single new, empty diagram for you to edit.

Open a recent library
If you choose to open a recent library, use the drop-down list of recent libraries to select the one you want.

This opens the selected library immediately.
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Open a library from an existing location
If you choose to open a library from an existing location, a new Open Library dialog opens. You can choose
to list libraries from either a selected project (location) or all projects (locations), then choose one of the
listed libraries. When you select a library, the dialog displays the documentation for the library so that you
can check that this is the correct library. (Note: The "Date modified" is not populated.)

When you are sure you have selected the correct library, click Finish to confirm your choice.
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Create a new empty library
If you choose to create a new library, a new Open Library dialog opens. You must provide an Identifier for
the library and an initial description of its purpose.

When you have entered an identifier and a description, click Finish to confirm your entries and create the
new library. The new library is opened in the Workspace tab, together with a new, empty definition named
new(1).
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Manage projects
Note: This functionality is being deprecated because, in the new version of the software, projects are
managed with the project tool documented in Managing Zizo Projects on the Portfolio Service. Pathway will
then only allow you to open a library if it is part of an existing project.
When you select the Manage projects high level Workspace function, the Manage Projects dialog opens:

When you select one of the listed projects, the associated libraries are listed in the Libraries area, and any
project documentation is displayed in the Documentation area.

Restore default size
This option is available if the diagram is currently not displayed as the default size. For example, if you
resize the Pathway window, this can cause the components to be shown much smaller than they were
originally:
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To return the diagram to its default size, select Restore default size from the right-click popup menu for
your Pathway workspace name:

The diagram returns to its default size:

Stack view
The "Stack view" appears in the Workspace area immediately above the Search box when you open a
definition that is called from within another definition. To display the Stack view, right-click on the call
component in the calling diagram and select Open ► <definition name> from the right-click popup menu.
The example in the image below opens a private measure called "total_nominal_net_premium" from a
definition called "Measures_example_02":
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Opening the measure from a diagram that calls it causes the stack view to open above the Search box in the
Workspace area:

This view shows the currently selected definition and its position within the call stack. You can open any of
the other definitions in the call stack by left-clicking on a definition name in the stack.
Note 1: If you click on the top-level definition in the call stack, the top level diagram opens and the stack
view closes.
Note 2: "Measures" are covered later in this document. See Extract measures on page 52.

Search
At the bottom of both the Workspace and History tabs is a Search box that enables you to search for
Pathway definitions/diagrams within your current Library. The Search box looks like this:

The Workspace area contains a tree structure that shows your current Library broken down into Categories
and Definitions. Definitions can be listed either independently within the Library, or within a Category in
the Library, as shown in About the Workspace tab on page 4. The Search box allows you to search at both
the Library and Category level for Definitions that match your search term, and it shrinks the tree structure
to include only the matching definitions. This is particularly useful where you have a large number of
Definitions and/or Categories.
You can search for:
•

All definitions that start with a particular letter or sequence of characters – see Searching for definitions
by diagram name on page 14.

•

All definitions that can be deleted – see Searching for definitions that can be deleted on page 15.

•

All definitions that match a regular expression – see Searching for definitions by regular expression on
page 15.

Searching for definitions by diagram name
If you have a large Pathway library, you can use the search facility to search for all diagrams starting with a
particular letter or sequence of characters. (Note: The first character should always be a letter, since
diagram names must start with a letter.)
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To use the search in this way, type the first letter of the name of the diagram you are looking for. This
shrinks the tree to show only the definitions that start with that letter, and only categories containing
definitions that start with that letter.
Type the next character of the diagram name and the tree shrinks further to show only diagrams starting
with those two characters, and only categories containing diagrams starting with those two characters. If
you enter more characters of the name, the tree continues to shrink to show only matching diagram
names. When there is only one matching diagram left, Pathway automatically jumps to that diagram and
opens it.
Note 1: The search is case sensitive, so if you enter 'M' as the first letter of your search term, the tree
shows only diagrams starting with an upper case 'M'.
Note 2: If you enter a search term with no matching diagram names, the tree shows all categories, but no
definitions. For example, if you enter 'Q' as the first letter of your search term, but there are no diagrams
starting with 'Q', then the tree shows all category names, but no diagram names.

Searching for definitions that can be deleted
If you enter '-' into the search box, the tree shows only the diagrams you are allowed to delete. You are
only allowed to delete a diagram if no other diagram depends on it, so the search returns only diagrams
that are not called by other diagrams.
Note: You can only use '-' as a search term on its own. You cannot narrow the search by following the '-'
with any other characters.

Searching for definitions by regular expression
You can use a regular expression in the search box, instead of a plain prefix. Pathway automatically
recognises a regular expression. For example, entering the pattern ".*_test" will reduce the tree to only
the definitions that end with "_test".
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Library Functions
These functions are accessed by right-clicking on the Library name in the Workspace tab.

This gives you the following options:
•

Add – see Add functions below.

•

Team (deprecated)

•

Create documentation – see Create documentation functions on page 20.

•

Save – see Save on page 23.

•

Save as… – see Save as … on page 24.

Add functions
These functions are accessed by right-clicking on the Library name in the Workspace tab and selecting Add.

This gives you the following options:
•

New category to library

•

New definition to library

•

New import to library

•

New package to library
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Add new category to a library
This adds a new category, with a default name, to the selected Library. Right-clicking on the new category
name gives the further options:
•

Add new category within this category – see Add new category within this category on page 26.

•

Add new definition within this category – see Add new definition within this category on page 27.

•

Document this category – see Document this category on page 27.

•

Rename category – see Rename category on page 28.

Add new definition to a library
This adds a new definition, with a default name, to the selected Library. Right-clicking on the new definition
name gives the further options:
•

Delete – see Delete a definition on page 30.

•

Edit documentation – see Edit documentation for a definition on page 31.

•

Move – see Move a definition on page 34.

•

Open copy – see Open a copy of a definition on page 35.

•

Rename – see Rename a definition on page 36.

•

Save

Add a new import to a library
An import allows you to share definitions from one library to another, so it is only relevant where you have
at least two libraries – the one you are importing from and the one you are importing into. When you
import one library into another, some of its functions become available in the receiving library. When you
right-click inside a diagram in that library, these functions appear on the menu. However, because these
diagrams are imported, they do not appear in the Workspace and cannot normally be edited, viewed or
saved. (Public diagrams can be viewed and edited, but not saved – see below.)
There are three classes of diagram in an import: public, protected, private. The properties of these and how
they are identified are described below:
•

public: belongs to a "public" category – this is a category that contains the word "public". Public
diagrams can be called from any of your diagrams. You can also use the right-click menu to open the
definition of a public diagram. You can even edit this opened definition, but you cannot save the
changes because they would change the imported library.

•

private: belongs to a "private" category – this is a category that contains the word "private". Private
diagrams cannot be called from your diagrams and do not appear on the right-click menu. However, a
private diagram can be called from inside a "public" or "protected" diagram in the import. Even then
you cannot open their definitions.
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protected: all of the other diagrams. Protected diagrams can be called from within your diagrams, but
their definitions cannot be viewed or edited.

When you select the option to add a new import to a library, this opens the Open library dialog:

You can open a new or existing library in Pathway. If you select an existing library, the library's description
is displayed in the Documentation box at the right.
When you import a library, it is added to the project and shown in the Workspace area as a closed book
icon, as shown below:

The functions within the imported library become available on the right-click popup menu in the diagram
area:
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Remove import
If you need to remove an imported library, you can do so by right-clicking on the imported library name and
selecting Remove import:

This removes the library from the project, which removes the library's functions from the right-click popup
menu in the diagram area.

Add a new package to a library
The only package that is provided by default is Basic Components. Minimising the number of packages
available helps to keep the menus simpler. For example, if you are not going to use dictionaries in your
solution, then you do not want to see "dictionary functions" offered whenever you right-click.
The components in a package only become available to you when you add that package. For example, if
you want to query a Zizo database and you haven't imported the database package, you need to manually
import the package into your library before you can use its components.
Some packages have dependencies, so if you add a package that is dependent on another package, you
automatically get that other package. For example, the Zizo database package is dependent on the generic
database package. So if you add the Zizo database package, you automatically get the generic database
components too.
When you select the option to add a new package to a library, this opens the Add package dialog:

Use the Name drop down list to view the available packages, then select the one that you want to add.
When you select a package, its description is shown in the "Description" box and its components are listed
in the "Contents" box. You can resize the dialog box to list all the available package contents.
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For example:

Click the Finish button to confirm your selection and add the package to the Library.

Create documentation functions
This function is accessed by right-clicking on the Project name in the Workspace tab and selecting Create
documentation.

Note: The generated documentation will be in HTML format.
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Create documentation
This opens the Create documentation dialog:

This allows you to create HTML documentation for the selected library. You can specify:
•

Title
The name for the documentation. This defaults to the Project name.

•

Destination directory
The directory where the documentation will be saved. Use the Browse button to locate the relevant
directory.

•

Image details:
▪

Add image links
Check this box to indicate that any image found by the automated documentation will be linked to
the documentation it is generating.

▪

Extension for images
This extension gives the pattern to use for discovering the images.

▪

Check images exist
Put a check mark in this box so that the automated documentation will search its target directory
for an image to go with the documentation of the diagram it is operating on.
Note: If you put a check mark in the "add image links" box, the documentation will contain links to
the images whether or not you have provided them. This might result in broken images when the
document is viewed, but is useful if you plan to add the images at a later stage.
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If you put a check mark in the "check images exist" box, the images are only added to the
document if they exist. This is useful if there are diagrams that are too simple to justify an image, so
you want to omit the image but not have an apparent error in the final documentation that you
create.
•

Include fields
Check this box to add to its documentation a list of the named streams that the diagram uses. Normally
the documentation does not contain this information.

•

Include history
Check this box to add to its documentation the editing history for this diagram. Normally the
documentation does not contain this information.

•

Font name
The font to be used for the documentation body text. The default font for generating the
documentation in Java is Georgia.

•

Title font
The font to be used for the documentation titles. The default font for generating the documentation in
Java is ProximaNova-Regular.

•

Font size
The base font size for body text. The title font size etc. is a scaling of this basic number.

When you have completed the relevant fields, click Next to display the next Create documentation dialog.

This dialog enables you to create or modify an abstract for the library, or modify the documentation for the
library. Enter the relevant details, then click Next.
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Library Functions

This opens a further dialog where you can enter a "postscript" to the documentation for the library:

Enter any relevant text. This will be added after the automated part of the documentation for the library.
Click Finish to confirm your entries.

Save
To save any changes to the library, overwriting the previous version, right-click on the library name in the
Workspace tab and select Save.
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Save as …
To save the library to a new location, right-click on the library name in the Workspace tab and select Save
as ….

This opens the Save Library dialog. You can select the project in which the library is to be saved and provide
a description of the library.

The Location defaults to your current project folder. Use the drop-down list to select a new folder, or leave
it as the default if you only want to save the library under a new name. The documentation for the selected
project is shown in the Documentation box.
Click Next > to display the next Save Library dialog:
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To save the library under a new name, enter the new name in the Identifier box. Pathway displays an error
message if you enter a name that already exists in your selected location.
The library's description is shown in the Documentation box below the identifier. To change the description
of the library, enter a new description in this box.
Click Finish to save the library to the selected location, with your selected identifier and description.
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Category Functions
These functions are accessed by right-clicking on a Category name in the Workspace tab.

This gives you the following options:
•

Add new category within this category – see Add new category within this category below.

•

Add new definition within this category – see Add new definition within this category on page 27.

•

Document this category – see Document this category on page 27.

•

Rename category – see Rename category on page 28.

Add new category within this category
Adds a new category, with a default name, within the selected category.

You can subsequently use the Rename category function to change the category name.
Note: Empty categories are removed when the diagram is saved. So if you create a new category but don't
put anything into it, the category will be removed when you save the diagram.
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Add new definition within this category
Adds a new definition within the selected category.

You can subsequently use the Rename function to change the definition name. See Rename a definition on
page 36.

Document this category
Opens the Edit documentation dialog.

Use the text area to edit the description for the category, or use the Remove documentation button to
remove the documentation for the category.
This documentation will appear at the start of the chapter that deals with this category in the
documentation. If a category does not have documentation then the functions within that category will not
appear in a separate chapter – instead they will be placed into one of the default chapters in the
documentation according to how the function is used.
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Rename category
Opens the Rename category dialog:

This dialog shows the current name of the category. You must enter a valid category name before you can
accept the dialog. The name must start with a letter.
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Definition Functions
Note: A Definition is a Diagram.
These functions are accessed by right-clicking on a Definition name in the Workspace tab.

This gives you the following options:
•

Delete (if applicable) – see Delete a definition below.

•

Edit documentation – see Edit documentation for a definition on page 31.

•

Materialise diagram (if applicable) – see Materialise a diagram on page 34.

•

Move – see Move a definition on page 34.

•

Open copy – see Open a copy of a definition on page 35.

•

Rename – see Rename a definition on page 36.

•

Save (deprecated)

•

View callers (if applicable) – see View callers on page 37.

In addition to the functions listed above, the following functions are also available:
•

Open a definition – see Open a definition below.

•

Ctrl/Z to undo the last action – see Ctrl/Z to undo last action on page 37.
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Open a definition
There are several different ways to open a definition:
•

Left-click on the diagram name in the Workspace tree structure.

•

If the diagram calls another diagram, right-click on the diagram component in the calling diagram and
select Open ► <definition> from the right-click popup menu. See Open a component on page 40.

•

If a diagram operates on the elements of a list, right-click on the diagram component in the calling
diagram and select Open definition from the right-click popup menu. See Open definition on page 42.

•

Left-click on a definition name in the "Stack" view in the Workspace area. See Stack view on page 13.

All these actions open the selected definition in the diagram area.

Delete a definition
Right-click on a definition name in the Workspace area at the left, then select Delete.

This deletes the diagram.
Note 1: This option is not available if the definition is "called" by another definition. Instead you will see the
View callers option. See View callers on page 37.
Note 2: You cannot undo the deletion of a diagram, but you can close the session without saving. This
restores the library to its state at the start of the session or when it was last saved in the session.

Deleting multiple definitions
If you select multiple definitions in the Workspace area, you can delete multiple definitions at the same
time:

If your selection includes definitions that are "called" by other definitions, the Delete option is only
available if your selection includes all the "calling" definitions.
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If your selection includes one or more called definitions, but does not include all the calling definitions,
then the only option available is Move:

Note: If the Delete option is not available and you want to find out which of your selected definitions is
called by another definition, select each one individually and use the right-click popup menu. If the selected
definition is called, that menu will include the View callers option. See View callers on page 37.

Edit documentation for a definition
Right-click on a definition name in the Workspace area at the left, then select Edit documentation. This
opens the Edit documentation dialog box.

Enter any relevant description. As you type, this appears as text below the definition name component at
the top of the diagram:
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When you have entered the relevant text, click Next >.
This opens a further dialog where you can enter a "postscript" to the documentation:

Enter any relevant text. This will be added after the automated part of the documentation for the
component.
Click Finish to confirm your entries.

Text wrapping in the dialog box
As you enter text in the first Edit documentation dialog, the text automatically wraps to the next line:

However, this behaviour is not mirrored in the text that appears below the definition name component:
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If you want the text to be spread over multiple lines below the definition name component in the diagram,
press the Enter button to put hard line breaks into the text in the dialog box:

This puts line breaks into the text below the definition name component:

Multiple paragraphs in the dialog box
As explained in the previous paragraphs, you need to use hard line breaks in the first dialog box to avoid
having a continuous line of text below the definition name component in the diagram. If you use a single
line break, all the text appears below the definition name component, as previously shown. However, if you
use multiple line breaks, any text you enter below a blank line does not appear in the diagram. For
example:
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Below the definition name component all you see is the text before the blank line:

The entered text will appear in the automatic documentation for the component.

Materialise a diagram
Right-click on a definition name in the Workspace area at the left, then select Materialise diagram. This
moves the definition under the "materialised" heading in the Workspace area.
A materialised diagram is used to accelerate Pathway execution. A materialised diagram is run only once
and the results are saved. All subsequent runs of that diagram reuse the initial results. For example, you
could create a diagram called "signature" that outputs the user's name and the current date. If you want all
uses of this function to contain exactly the same name and date, then you would materialise the diagram.
Note: This option is context sensitive, so it is only available where relevant. Diagrams can only be
materialised if they are potentially constant. For example, if a diagram has an input, then it cannot be
constant and so cannot be materialised.

Move a definition
Right-click on a definition name in the Workspace area at the left, then select Move.

This opens a dialog box that lists the available categories that you can move the definition to within the
project structure.
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Click on a category name to move the definition to that category. This immediately moves the definition to
within the selected category in the Workspace area:

Moving multiple definitions
If you select multiple definitions in the Workspace area, you can select to move multiple definitions at the
same time:

Using the Search box
If you have a long list of categories, you can use the Search box at the bottom of the list of categories to
reduce the number of potential destinations that you can move the definition to. You can enter a prefix or
a regular expression. The list of categories reduces to only those categories that match your search term.

Open a copy of a definition
Right-click on a definition name in the Workspace area at the left, then select Open copy. This creates a
copy of the definition within the current category and opens it:
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Note: If the copied definition name ends with a letter, the copy has a default name of "Copy of
<definition>", as in the example above. However, if the copied definition name ends with a number, the
copy has the same name as the original, but with the number increased by 1. For example, a copy of
"new(1)" would have the name "new(2); a copy of "Measures_02" would have the name "Measures_3".
Use the Rename definition option (below) to rename the copy.

Rename a definition
Right-click on a definition name in the Workspace area, then select Rename:

This opens the Rename diagram dialog:

Enter the new name for the definition – this must start with a letter.
When you click OK, the new definition name is positioned in the relevant place in the Workspace tree
structure:

Note 1: The tree view is case sensitive. Definition names starting with Upper case letters are listed before
those starting with lower case letters.
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Note 2: By default the definition name component is shown at the top left of the diagram area, but it can
be moved within the diagram in the same way as any other component.

View callers
If a definition is called by another diagram, the Definition popup menu includes the View callers option:

Selecting this option opens a dialog that lists the calling diagrams:

Click on one of the listed definitions to open that definition.

Using the Search box
If you have a long list of calling definitions, you can use the Search box to reduce the number listed. You can
enter a prefix or a regular expression. The list of definitions reduces to only those that match your search
term.

Ctrl/Z to undo last action
Use Ctrl/Z to undo the last action within a diagram, or use Ctrl/Z multiple times to undo a series of actions.
The undo history is maintained only for the current diagram, so if you switch to another diagram you can
no longer undo actions in the previous diagram.
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Component Functions
Left-click on a component in the diagram area to select that component. When you select a component,
the component functions become available, and the Selection area opens to the left of the diagram.
The following functions are available when you select a component:
•

Add a component – see Add a component on page 38.

•

Copy a component – see Copy a component on page 39.

•

Cut a component from a diagram – see Cut a component from the diagram on page 40.

•

Paste a component – see Paste a component on page 40.

•

Delete a component – see Delete a component on page 40.

•

Move a component – see Move a component on page 40.

•

Add a comment to a component – see Add a comment to a component on page 43.

If you do not select an existing component, you can right-click on an empty area of the diagram to add a
new component. See Add a component below.

Add a component
Right-click either on an empty area of the diagram or on an existing component, to display a popup menu
showing the types of component you can add, or the actions you can take. The available components and
actions are context sensitive. For example, right-clicking on a component output pin offers slightly different
options from right-clicking on the body of a component, and the available components and options differ
depending on the type of component you are right-clicking on.
Here are some examples of the right-click popup menu:

Note the difference between the available actions when you right-click on the body of a component
(second example) or right-click on an output pin (third example).
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Note: You cannot add a component by right-clicking on a component with no output pin, such as the
Output component.

Right-click and Shift/Right-click
If you right-click on an empty area of the diagram, the popup menu lists the context-sensitive components
that you can add, together with other diagrams that you can call from your current diagram (first example
below). However, if you press Shift/Right-click instead, the popup menu lists all possible components and
diagrams (second example below).

……

Copy a component
Right-click on any area of a component, apart from an output pin, and choose Copy. This copies the
selected component. You can then paste that component into another area of the current diagram, or into
another diagram, or into another instance of Pathway. If you paste into another Pathway instance, the copy
includes not only the component that you copied, but all its dependencies (sub-diagrams, packages, etc.).
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Cut a component from the diagram
Right-click on any area of a component, apart from an output pin, and choose Cut. This removes the
selected component from the diagram, together with any output wires to either another component or the
display table. You can paste the cut component into another area of the current diagram, or into another
diagram, or into another instance of Pathway. If you paste into another Pathway instance, the pasted
component includes not only the component that you cut, but all its dependencies (sub-diagrams,
packages, etc.).

Paste a component
If you have copied or cut a component, right-click on an empty part of the diagram area and choose Paste
to paste the component into a diagram at the selected position. This can be the same diagram or a
different diagram, which could be in another instance of Pathway. You can paste a copied or cut
component multiple times.
If you paste a component into another Pathway instance, the pasted component includes not only the
component that you copied, but all its dependencies (sub-diagrams, packages, etc.).

Delete a component
Right-click on any area of a component, apart from an output pin, and choose Delete. This removes the
selected component from the diagram, together with any output wires to either another component or the
display table. The deleted component is not placed into the clipboard, so cannot be pasted back.
Note: You can use Control/Z to undo deletion within a diagram.

Move a component
Hold down the left mouse button and drag the selected component to another area of the diagram.

Open a component
If the diagram calls another diagram, right-click on the component that represents the call to the other
diagram and select Open ► <definition> from the popup menu.
The example in the image below opens the Measure "manufacturer" from the component representing the
call to five different measures. The calling diagram in this instance is "Measures_example_02". (For further
information on Measures, see Extract measures on page 52.)
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Opening a called diagram opens the called diagram itself and also repositions the selection in the
Workspace tree structure, as shown below:

Opening a called diagram also opens the Stack view at the bottom of the Workspace area:

For further information on the Stack view, see Stack view on page 13.
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Open definition
If a diagram operates on the elements of a list, right-click on the component that represents the call to the
list and select Open definition from the popup menu.
The example in the image below opens the list definition from the component representing the call to the
list. The calling diagram in this instance is "frames". (For further information on Frames, see Move to next
or previous frame on page 83.)

Opening a definition opens the definition itself and also repositions the selection in the Workspace tree
structure, as shown below:

Opening a definition also opens the Stack view at the bottom of the Workspace area:

For further information on the Stack view, see Stack view on page 13.
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Add a comment to a component
Left click on a component to select that component. This opens the Selection tab to the left of the diagram
area and shows the available Selection functions for that component.

Enter a comment in the Comment: box at the top of the Selection area. This will appear in the Selection
area whenever the same component is selected, and also appears as text below the component in the
diagram.
Note: There is no automatic text wrapping when you enter a comment. To spread the text over multiple
lines, press the Enter key to insert a hard line break.
If the selected component is a text constant, as in the example above, use the "constant" box to enter the
required constant output text.
The final box in the Selection displays a non-editable description of the component and what it does.
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Selection Area Functions
The Selection area at the left opens when you select a component in your current diagram. The specific
fields and options available in the Selection area are context-sensitive, so they depend on the selected
component.

Constant items
Regardless of the selected component, the Selection area always contains:
•

Comment:
An editable Comment: box at the top of the Selection area. Use this box to enter or edit your own
comment to describe the component and how you are using it within the diagram. See Add a comment
to a component on page 43.

•

Documentation
A non-editable box at the bottom of the Selection area that displays a description of the component
and what it does.

Component-specific items
The Selection area communicates with the selected component to find its options and then it shows these
between the Comment and Documentation boxes. The subsections that follow give some examples of
these options for specific components, and how you use them to make your selections. However, there are
many more component-specific entries in the Selection area that are not covered here.
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DB_Directory/DB_Name
When you select a "Database" component that links to either a set of Zizo tables or a single Zizo table, use
the "DB_Directory" or "DB_Name" field, as appropriate, to select the directory or table that you want the
component to link to. A Browse button enables you to browse to the relevant directory or table.

Select field
When you select a "Database" component that links to a single field in a Zizo table, you can use the
"fieldname" box in the Selection area to select the relevant field from the table. Provided the component is
linked to a table, you can use the drop down list to select the field.

Change sequence of included field names
When you select a component that that requires selection of more than one field, such as the "Restrict
fields" component, use the up-arrow and down-arrow keys to the right of the list of included fields to move
a selected field up or down the list of included field names. This changes the sequence of the fields in the
component in the diagram area.
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Include/Exclude field names
When you select a component that that requires selection of more than one field, such as the "Restrict
fields" component, use the up-arrow and down-arrow keys below the list of included fields to move one or
more selected fields from the "exclude" list to the "include" list, or vice versa. This removes the fields from,
or adds the fields to, the component in the diagram area.

Reorder
If the Selection area includes a "reorder" box, it works as follows:
•

If the box is unticked, use the selected fields in the order in which they appear in the original data.

•

If the box is ticked, use the fields in the order in which they appear in the dialog.

Change visible field count
When you select a "Restrict fields" component, you can change the number of fields shown on the
component in the diagram. You would typically do this to reduce the height of the component within the
diagram.
•

If this number is less than the number of "include" fields, the component shows only this number of
fields, but the final field contains an ellipsis (…) rather than the field name. Note that the number of
output pins does not change.

•

If this number is the same as, or greater than, the number of "include" fields, the component shows all
the "include" fields.
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Other component-specific items
The preceding subsections give some examples of the values you can specify in the Selection area, but
there are many more. Some other examples are:
•

Define an expression

•

Specify an operator and a value

•

Select a field/name, data type and value

•

Specify a constant value

•

Specify a multiplier and an offset

•

Select a file
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Multi-selection Functions
Hold down the left mouse button and drag the cursor over multiple components in the diagram area to
select that group of components. This can be two or three components, or an entire diagram. When you
select multiple components, a box is shown around those components and the multi-selection functions
become available.

Copy selected components
Right-click on the selected group of components and choose Copy. This copies the selected group to the
clipboard. You can then paste the group of components into another area of the current diagram, or into
another diagram, or into another instance of Pathway. If you paste into another Pathway instance, the copy
includes not only the components that you copied, but all their dependencies (sub-diagrams, packages,
etc.).

Cut selected components from the diagram
Right-click on the selected group of components and choose Cut. This removes the selected group from the
diagram, together with any input wires, and any output wires to either other components or the display
table. You can paste the cut components into another area of the current diagram, or into another
diagram, or into another instance of Pathway. If you paste into another Pathway instance, the pasted group
includes not only the components that you cut, but all their dependencies (sub-diagrams, packages, etc.).

Delete selected components
Right-click on the selected group of components and either choose Delete from the popup menu or press
the Delete button. This removes the selected group from the diagram, together with any input wires, and
any output wires to either other components or the display table. The deleted group is not placed into the
clipboard, so cannot be pasted back.
Note: You can use Control/Z to undo deletion within a diagram.
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Paste selected components
If you have copied or cut a group of components, right-click on an empty part of the diagram area and
choose Paste to paste the group into a diagram at the selected position. This can be the same diagram, or a
different diagram, or into another instance of Pathway. If you paste into another Pathway instance, the
pasted group includes not only the components that you copied, but all their dependencies (sub-diagrams,
packages, etc.).

Move selected components
Hold down the left mouse button and drag the selected group of components to another area of the
diagram.

Create new function
When you select a portion of your diagram containing more than one component, the Create new function
option might be available on the right-click menu. This function is currently supported only when your
selection includes a single output.

New function with a single output
The selection below includes the Make record component, so it has one output:

Choosing Create new function from the right-click popup menu opens the Rename diagram dialog:
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You must choose a unique name for the new function that you create. When you do this, the original
selection is replaced in your diagram by a call to your new function. For example:

You can open the new function either by clicking on its name in the Workspace tree view, or by rightclicking on the function name in the original diagram and selecting Open definition from the popup menu.
When you open the definition of the newly created function, this reveals the contents of the original
selection:

Note: When you create a new function, any comments etc. from the original definition are moved inside
the function.

New function with multiple outputs
If your selection includes multiple outputs, the Create new function option might still be available on the
right-click popup menu, but it is not currently supported. For example, the selection below does not include
the Make record component, so it has multiple outputs:
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Choosing Create new function from the right-click popup menu opens the Rename diagram dialog.
However, when you enter a name and click OK, an error is generated on the console.

Create record
You can combine multiple data streams into a single data stream as a record. One way to do this is to rightclick on an output pin and choose Create record. You can then drag wires onto the record component to
provide the contents of the record.
Another way to create a record, particularly if you already know all the pins you want, is to select two or
more components and choose Create record.
For example, in the diagram below we will create a record from the selected components:

Whereas the Create new function option replaces the selection in the diagram with the newly created
function, the Create record option keeps the selection in the diagram, but creates a new component that
combines all of the output pins in the selection into a single record object.
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If we create a record from the selection shown above, the created record contains the three selected
values, as shown below:

Extract measures
A measure is a value (often called an aggregate) that is computed from a data set and that summarises the
data set in some way. For example, number of transactions, total sales, average price, etc. These can easily
be computed in Pathway.
A complex diagram can have dozens of these measures, which can make it hard to read and to manage.
Using Extract measures simplifies the management of the diagram.
To extract measures, create a selection that has a single input and has a record as its output. This causes
Extract measures to appear on the right-click menu for the selection.
Extracting Measures is similar to creating a function, but there are differences.
The example below splits the policy1m table by manufacturer, then creates a record for each manufacturer
containing the manufacturer description, number of records, total nominal net premium, average nominal
net premium, and latest year of manufacture.
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When we select the components shown below, “Extract measures” appears on the right-click menu:

When you select the Extract measures option, the whole selection is replaced by a single call, represented
by the Measures component.

After moving the components to straighten the wires, the diagram now looks like this:

As you can see, the diagram is now much simpler to read.
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Multiple functions created by Extract measures
The new Measures component does not call a single function, but has created multiple functions – one for
each measure in the original selection. These are added to the "private measures" category within your
current Library in the Workspace area:

Selecting any of these definitions opens the definition in the diagram area. For example, selecting the
"total_nominal_net_premium" definition opens the corresponding diagram:
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An alternative method for opening the
diagram for an individual measure is to rightclick on the Measures component in the
main diagram. This provides a menu option
for opening any one of the functions that
have been created. For example:

Selecting a Measures component opens the
properties of that component in the Selection area.
You can use the editing facilities provided to edit
the list of measures that can be called by the
component. You can add, edit or remove measures,
as required.

Parameterising measures
Measures can be parameterised, which means they can be reused in different diagrams with different
values. To achieve this, you edit the measures component to call the same measure multiple times, but
with different parameters. The example that follows explains how to do this.
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The diagram below ("meas02") has a Measures component with 6 measures.

Clicking on the Measures component to select it opens the Selection area at the left:

This shows the 6 measures that the component currently has. The last two are measures that compute the
number of vehicles manufactured in 1993 and 1994 respectively. Both of these measures call the same
diagram (shown below), called "count records in year", but with a different parameter value.

This diagram has a parameter component called “year”, which is used in the select statement to select only
the rows for that year.
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Editing parameterised measures
When you select the Measures component in the main diagram ("meas02"), you can select one of the
parameterised values and click the Edit button. This shows the selected values for that field:

Use the "field in record" box to rename the field in the record, for example to indicate the selected value.
Use the box below to specify the value. In the example this box is labelled "year", which is the name of the
the input parameter in selected measure diagram.
Click Done to confirm the values.

Adding measures
Use the Add button to add a new measure. Clicking this button opens a list of available measures:

To add a new measure to compute the number of vehicles manufactured in a different year, select the "count
records in year" measure. This adds a new measure to the component.
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To specify the parameter value, select the new measure and click Edit:

You can now specify the field name and the required value:

When you confirm your selections, the measure is updated:

Removing measures
Use the Remove button to remove a measure from a diagram.
Changing the sequence of measures
Use the arrow buttons to the right of the list of measures to move a selected measure up or down the list.
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Pin Functions
The functions that are available when you click on a pin are different depending on whether it is an input
pin or an output pin.

Output pin functions
On an output pin the menu is split by a horizontal line. Above the line are functions on the data (computed
according to the data type of the pin and the list of components in the package in the library). Below the
line are the generic capabilities of the pin.
Below is an example of an output pin popup menu:

When you select one of the functions above the line, choosing a specific option will create a new
component and wire the selected pin to that new component. Where relevant, the Selection area at the
left will open for you to make specific selections for the new component.
The potential functions available below the horizontal line are:
•

Create record – see Create record on page 60.

•

Delete – see Delete on page 60.

•

Output this… – see Output this on page 61.

•

Rename – see Rename on page 61.

All of these items are optional and are provided only if they are relevant.
Note: The only component that can have a variable number of output pins is the "Split record" component.
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Create record
The Create record function for an output pin works in the same way as for a multi-selection, but in this case
it creates a record containing the output stream for a single field represented by the output pin. For
example, the diagram below creates a record containing a list of manufacturers:

Delete
The Delete function is only available on a component that has more than one output pin. For example:

Selecting Delete removes the selected pin from the component, as shown below:

Note: Since a component must have at least one output pin, this option is only available where there is
more than one output pin.
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Output this
The Output this… function creates an output from the diagram containing the output stream represented
by the selected output pin. For example, the diagram below has an output containing the total nominal net
premium for each manufacturer:

Note: A diagram can have only a single output, so if you choose Output this… from a single output pin, the
option is no longer available for the other output pins. You would more typically create a record from
several components and then output the stream of records, as below:

Rename
The Rename function is only available on a component's output pin when it is applicable. It enables you to
rename the output from that component. For example:
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When you select Rename on the popup menu for an output pin, this opens the "field name" dialog.

Enter the new name for the output and click OK to confirm.
Note that the tool tip for the renamed pin only shows the new name when the wire to the next component
has been deleted, as shown below:

Renamed pin shows previous name in too tip

Renamed pin shows new name in tool tip when wire deleted

Input pin functions
Input pin functions are context-sensitive, so they vary according to the specific component and whether the
component's input pin is already wired to another component. If an input pin is already wired to another
component, typically no right-click popup menu is available. However, if the component has a variable
number of input pins, or a component's input pin is not wired to another component, the right-click popup
menu for an input pin might have one or more of the following options:
•

Rename – see Rename on page 63.

•

Up – see Up on page 63.

•

Down – see Down on page 64.

•

Delete – see Delete on page 64.

•

Read from input… – see Read from input on page 65.
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An example of a component with a variable number of input pins is the "Make record" (or "Create record")
component. When you right-click on an input pin for this component, you get the popup menu shown
below:

Rename
This function is only available for components that have variable numbers of pins. It enables you to rename
the field in the output record.
When you select Rename on the popup menu for an input pin, this opens the "field name" dialog:

For example, the field "count" has been renamed to "count_by_manufacturer":

Up
This function is only available for components that have variable numbers of pins. It is not available if the
selected field is already the first one in the sequence.
When you select Up on the popup menu for an input pin, the selected field is moved up one place in the
component. For example, selected Up for the "max_year_of_manufacture" moves it above the
"total_nominal_net_premium":
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Note: Changing the sequence of fields in a record does not change the position of the corresponding
components within the diagram, but it does move the relevant wires.

Down
This function is only available for components that have variable numbers of pins. It is not available if the
selected field is already the last one in the sequence.
When you select Down on the popup menu for an input pin, the selected field is moved down one place in
the component.
Note: Changing the sequence of fields in a record does not change the position of the corresponding
components within the diagram, but it does move the relevant wires.

Delete
This function is only available for components that have variable numbers of pins. It is not available if the
selected field is the only field in the component.
When you select Delete, the selected field is removed from the component.
For example, deleting the "max_year_of_manufacture" field from the record gives the following result:

Note: Deleting a field from a record does not delete the corresponding component from the diagram, but it
does delete the wire from that component's output pin to the record component.
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Read from input
If an input pin is already wired to another component, typically no right-click popup menu is available.
However, if the wire to an input pin is deleted, or the component has not yet been wired to another
component, the right-click popup menu contains the option "Read from input…", as shown below:

Selecting Read from input… opens the "Pin label" dialog:

When you enter a label for the pin and click OK, the result depends on whether the diagram currently
contains an Input component or not:
•

If there is no Input component, an Input component is added to the diagram and wired to the input pin
you selected the option from.

•

If there is already an Input component, a new output pin is added to the component and wired to the
input pin you selected the option from. For example:

The pin label is displayed as a tool tip on the Input component, as shown above.
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Tool tips
Pathway displays tool tips within a diagram to help you understand what the diagram does. To display a
tool tip, hover the cursor over the item that you want the information on. This can be:
•

A component

•

An input or output pin

•

A cell in the display table

Component tool tips
A component tool tip is displayed when you hover the cursor over any part of a component apart from its
input or output pins. The displayed text is the same as the non-editable text shown in the documentation
box in the Selection area when you select a component. For example:

Note: To display a component tool tip, you must hover the cursor over the component itself, rather than
over any comment that might appear below the component.

Measures component tool tip
If you display the tool tip for a Measures component, this shows the specific measures computed by the
component:

For details of Measures, see Extract measures on page 52.

Diagram name component tool tip
A diagram name component normally appears at the top left of the diagram area and is the same as the
definition name in the Workspace area tree structure. The tool tip for a diagram name component is shown
in the image below:
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Diagram name component comment as tool tip
If you add a comment to a diagram name component, that comment appears in the diagram immediately
below the component. For example, in the diagram below the diagram name component has the comment
"Compute max value in list.":

When that diagram is called as a function from another diagram, its name component comment is
displayed as the tool tip in the calling diagram, as shown below:
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Tool tips for components with long labels
If a component has a long label that is truncated within the diagram, the tool tip for the component shows
the full text of the expression. For example, the calculator component below contains a short expression
that easily fits within the width of the component, so the tool tip shows only the general tool tip text for a
calculator component:

The next calculator contains a much longer expression that does not fit within the maximum width of the
component. In this case the tool tip shows the full expression, together with the general tool tip text for a
calculator component:

This works for any component whose label is truncated within the diagram. The examples below
demonstrate this for both a short and a long path to a file name:

Note: When the tool tip includes the full label for a component, the label is shown in bold type.

Pin tool tips
You can display a tool tip for both input pins and output pins. In this case the tool tip shows the specific
input to, or output from, the pin.
For example, if you divide a table by a single field, the output is a set of partitions:
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The tool tip for an input pin shows the input to the component. For example:

Display table tool tips
Pathway shows a tool tip for any cell in the display table. For example:

The tool tip shows the full text from the cell, together with the type of object that is being displayed, which
appears in parentheses after the text. The facility to display the full text of a cell is particularly useful where
the text of a cell is truncated. This is the case, for example, where there are multiple columns in the display
table and the columns are not wide enough to show the full cell contents.
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Wire Functions
Wires are used in Pathway to link components to each other and to show a component's output in the
display table. Wires linking components are black, unless they are highlighted, whereas wires dropped to
the display table are grey. All three colours are demonstrated in the image below:

Note: Wires can only exist when both ends are connected, so if you delete or cut a component that is wired
to another component, the connecting wire between the two is also deleted.
The following wire functions are available:
•

Drag a wire to connect components – see Drag a wire to connect components on page 70.

•

Automatically create a wire to link components – see Automatically create a wire to link components on
page 71.

•

Drag a wire from a component to the display table – see Drag a wire from a component to the display
table on page 72.

•

Delete a wire – see Delete a wire on page 72.

•

Highlight wires – see Highlight wires on page 73.

Drag a wire to connect components
Hold down the left mouse button and drag a wire from the selected output pin of a component to another
component. This connects one component to the other, as shown below.
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Automatically create a wire to link components
You can add a component to a diagram by right-clicking on an existing component, or one of its an output
pins, and selecting the new component from the popup menus, as shown in the next image.

When you do this, a highlighted wire linking the two components is created automatically. This wire
remains highlighted while you drag the new component to its required position in the diagram, as shown:

When you have positioned the new component, click on the diagram background to deselect the
component. The wire connecting the two components is also deselected, as shown:
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Drag a wire from a component to the display table
To see the output from a component, hold down the left mouse button and drag a wire from the selected
output pin of the component to the display table:

The output from the pin is then shown in the display table.

Delete a wire
Right-click on a wire and select Delete to remove that wire from the diagram. This can be a wire connecting
components or a wire dropped to the display table.
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If you delete a wire dropped to the display table, the associated column is removed from the display table.

Highlight wires
Wires connecting components are highlighted automatically when you select a component or a group of
components. You can also briefly highlight a single wire by hovering the cursor over it.

Highlight a component's input and output wires
When you select a component, all of that component's wires are highlighted – both the input wires and the
output wires, as shown in the image below. The wires remain highlighted while the component remains
selected.
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The ability to highlight all of a component's wires is particularly useful if wires overlap in a complex
diagram. Selecting a single component automatically highlights the wires into and out of the component, as
in the next image.

Highlight all wires in a multi-selection
When you select a group of components, all the input and output wires to the components in the group are
highlighted, as in the image below. This helps you to see the inputs and outputs of the selection.

Note: Wires dropped to the display table are not highlighted when you select a component or group of
components.
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Highlight a single wire
If you position the cursor over a wire, that wire is briefly highlighted, as in the example below. This applies
both to wires connecting components and wires dropped to the display table.

Note: The highlight is temporary, even if you keep the cursor positioned over the wire.
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Display Table Functions
This section describes the functions that are available in the display table. This is the area at the bottom of
the screen where results can be displayed in a format similar to a spreadsheet. The available functions are:
•

Delete a column – see Delete a column on page 78.

•

Delete all columns – see Delete all columns on page 79.

•

Set a column label – see Set column label on page 80.

•

Resize a column – see Resize a column on page 81.

•

Change the sequence of columns – see Change the sequence of columns on page 81.

•

Scroll the display table results – see Scrolling the display table results on page 82.

•

Move to next or previous frame – see Move to next or previous frame on page 83.

•

Reset the display table – see Reset on page 85.

•

Open the cell viewer – see Open the cell viewer on page 86.

Right-click popup menus
When you right-click in a row of the display table, a popup menu opens. The menu you see depends on
whether you are right-clicking on a cell in an output column, or in a stream index cell to the left of the first
output column. These are referred to respectively in this document as the output column popup menu and
the stream index popup menu.

Output column popup menu
The output column popup menu is the menu you see when you right-click in a cell in an output column in
the display table.

This menu is fixed and contains the following options:
•

Delete column – see Delete column on page 78.

•

Delete all output columns – see Delete all output columns on page 79.

•

Set column label – see Set column label on page 80.
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Stream index popup menu
The stream index popup menu is the menu you see when you right-click in a cell to the left of the first
output column. These cells contain a "stream index" number, which is either a simple row number or an
element number within a stream. The images below show the two different types of stream index:

The possible menu options are:
•

Scroll down – always available. See Scroll down or up on page 82.

•

Scroll up – only available if you have scrolled down or paged down. See Scroll down or up on page 82.

•

Move to next frame – only available if you open a diagram that operates on the elements of a list. See
Move to next or previous frame on page 83.

•

Move to previous frame – only available if you open a diagram that operates on the elements of a list
and have moved to the next frame. See Move to next or previous frame on page 83.

•

Reset – always available. See Reset on page 85.
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Delete a column
There are three ways to delete a single column from the display table:
•

Delete the wire dropped from the component to the display table – see Delete a wire on page 72.

•

Delete the component that the wire comes from – see Delete a component on page 40.

•

Select Delete column from the output column popup menu – see Delete column below.

Delete column
To delete a single column using the popup menu, right-click on a cell in an output column and select Delete
column from the popup menu.

This deletes both the column and the associated wire dropped from the component to the display table:
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Delete all columns
There are two ways to delete all columns from the display table with a single action:
•

Select Delete all output columns from the output column popup menu – see Delete all output columns
below.

•

Select Reset from the stream index popup menu – see Reset on page 85.

Delete all output columns
To delete all columns in the display table with a single action, right-click on a cell in an output column, then
select Delete all output columns from the popup menu:

This deletes all output columns from the display table, together with all the wires dropped from
components to the display table:
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Set column label
To change a column label in the display table, right-click on a cell in an output column, then select Set
column label from the popup menu:

This opens a dialog box that shows the current label. Enter the new label, then click OK.

The new label now appears as the column header in the display table:
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Resize a column
To resize a column in the display table, simply resize the column header by dragging its boundaries either
right or left:

This resizes not only the selected column, but any columns to the right:

Note: If you need to see the full contents of a cell without resizing the column, simply show the tool tip for
that cell. See Display table tool tips on page 69.

Change the sequence of columns
You can change the sequence of the columns in the display table by dragging a column header to the left or
right of an adjoining column:
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When you do this, the wires dropped from the components in the diagram do not automatically get
repositioned to line up with the columns. This is demonstrated in the next image:

Recommendation: A better way to resequence columns is to delete the column that you want to
reposition, then drop a new wire from the component to the display table at the required column position.

Scrolling the display table results
There are several different ways to scroll the display table results. You can:
•

Select Scroll down or Scroll up from the stream index popup menu – see Scroll down or up on page 82.

•

Use the Page Down and Page Up buttons on your keyboard – see Page down or up on page 83.

•

Use the Down (▼) and Up (▲) arrow keys to move down or up one row at a time – see Move down or up
one row at a time on page 83.

Note: To scroll down or up a page at a time, there must be at least one output column in the display table.

Scroll down or up
To scroll the display table results a page at a time, right-click in a stream index column, then select Scroll
down or Scroll up from the popup menu, as required.
This scrolls to the next or previous page of results, and the stream index numbers at the left change to
indicate the rows or stream elements that are being shown.

Note: Scroll up is only available on the menu if you have previously scrolled down.
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Page down or up
As well as using the Scroll down/up menu options to scroll the display table results, you can also use the
Page Down ▼ and Page Up ▲ buttons on your keyboard. This has the same effect as the equivalent menu
options.
Note: It is possible that scrolling or paging down or up might skip one or two lines at the top or bottom of
the page. This is caused by slight differences in rendering on different PCs with different graphics drivers.

Move down or up one row at a time
To move up or down the display table a single row at a time, position the cursor in any row of the display
table and use the Down (▼) or Up (▲) arrow keys on your keyboard to move to the next or previous row. If
your current row is at the top of the display, moving up will scroll the display up one row, as in the example
below.

Similarly, if your current row is at the bottom of the display, moving down will scroll the display down one
row.

Move to next or previous frame
The stream index popup menu can contain the options Move to next frame and Move to previous frame,
as shown in the next image:

These functions become available when you open a diagram that operates on the elements of a list. For
example, the "accumulate" function (indicated by the cursor) in the diagram below maps a list into a single
value. It does this by running the diagram on each element in the list and then returning the last result it
obtains.
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Right-clicking on the "accumulate" function and selecting Open definition opens the diagram for the
"accumulate" function.
The next image shows this diagram:

By using a component with a state such as "last(...)" it is possible to "accumulate" a result such as the
largest value.
The stream index numbers in the display table for the above definition show values such as "1.1"”, "1.2",
"1.3", etc. These refer to a list (in this case list number 1) and then an element within the list.
If you right-click in the stream index number column, Move to next frame is shown as an option on the
popup menu:

When you choose this option, the row number column changes to "2.1", "2.2", etc. and any other data in
the display table switches to data that is read from the second list, and so on.
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At this point Move to previous frame now also becomes available as an option on the popup menu:

When debugging these types of diagram it is really useful to look "inside" the list and step through the
computation of the result for a particular element in the list. Sometimes problems don't occur in the first
list, but in a list later in the sequence. The Move to next/previous frame options enable you to step
through the list results to look for any problems.
Other examples of this kind of functionality include:
•

"collect" – this maps a list into a new list whose elements are computed by running a function (the subdiagram) on every element of the list.

•

"select" – this maps a list into a subset of the list according to whether the sub-diagram returns "true"
or "false" when run on that element.

Note: As well as moving to the next or previous frame within a list, you can also scroll down or up, as you
can with non-list output columns.

Reset
The stream index popup menu always includes a Reset option:
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Selecting Reset deletes all output columns and their associated wires, and also repositions the display to
the first row and/or frame.

Open the cell viewer
When you double-click on any cell in the display table that contains a value, the cell viewer opens. This
applies whether the value in the cell is an output column value or a stream index value. The cell viewer
shows information about the contents of a cell, together with the cell value.
The cell viewer offers the following options:
•

pin / unpin – see Pinning and unpinning the cell viewer below.

•

view tree / view text – see Viewing the cell contents as text or a tree on page 87.

You can also:
•

Use the cell viewer to view an error message – see Viewing an error message in the cell viewer on page
88.

•

Resize the cell viewer and/or drag it to a new position using the usual window functions.

Pinning and unpinning the cell viewer
To open a cell viewer, double-click on a display table cell containing a value. If you then double-click on a
different cell, by default the contents of the cell viewer are replaced by the contents of the new cell. If you
want to open a new cell viewer instead, click on the pin button at the bottom of the cell viewer. Now when
you double-click on another cell, the first cell viewer remains open and a new cell viewer opens for the
other cell. You can repeat this process to have multiple cell viewer open at the same time.
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This gives you the option of displaying cell viewers next to each other to make it easier to compare
contents. For example:

Viewing the cell contents as text or a tree
If a display table cell contains a piece of structured data, such as a record object, by default double-clicking
on the cell opens cell viewer in tree view mode. For example:

This makes it easier to see the different elements of the structured data, such as the fields in a record.
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To see the cell contents as text, click on the view text button at the bottom of the cell viewer. The cell
contents are now displayed as text, in the same way as for non-structured data:

To return to the tree view, click the view tree button.

Viewing an error message in the cell viewer
If you double-click on a display table cell containing an error message, the cell viewer shows more details of
the error, including its "stack trace".

For example, double-clicking on an error such as the one above displays the full error details in the cell
viewer. Resizing the cell viewer enables you to see those error details more clearly and scroll through the
full error stack, as shown in the next image.
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Viewing a diagram's history
The History tab at the left shows the diagram's history in reverse chronological order, i.e. most recent at
the top. The history includes any measures created from the diagram and any changes to the diagram
name. You can scroll the history pane to view older diagram events.

Adding comments to a diagram's history
You can use the empty box at the bottom of the History pane to add your own comments. Type the
relevant text in the box – the text wraps to the next line automatically.

When you have added the required text, click the Add button. The added text appears as a new entry at
the top of the History pane and the Add to current check box is activated. If you put a check mark in this
check box, you can you can append text to your previous entry by entering new text in the box and clicking
Add. If you leave the box unchecked, any further text that you add is treated as a new entry.
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Pathway Component Packages
The table below shows a list of the component packages in this version of Pathway.
Package

Description

com.decsim.database.components This package provides components that enable you to query
tables from databases
com.decsim.pathway.components This package provides the standard basic components for
pathway
com.decsim.pathway.dates

This package provides components for manipulating dates

com.decsim.pathway.dictionaries

This package provides components for manipulating
dictionaries mapping objects to other objects

com.decsim.pathway.lists

This package provides components for manipulating lists of
objects

com.decsim.pathway.scripting

The scripting elements used in a visual editor for scripts

com.decsim.zizodb.components

This package enables access to ZiZo database tables
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Below is an alphabetical list of all Pathway categories and the components they contain.
Unclassified

Database.Functions

Database.Union

Convert

aggrgtByDiagram
avg
max
min
sum

union

Asynchronous
Delay1
Drop
Final
Hold
LastOne
RepeatFirst
RepeatLast
SelectValues
Take

Database.Join
difference
intersect
join
localJoin
merge
multijoin

Conditionals
BooleanCalculator
Case
IfThenElse

Database.Persistence
export
saveAsColumns
unload

Control
InLabel
OutLabel
ParameterDefinition
Database
alias
asList
audit
count
expand
get
label
sort
Database.Dictionaries
asDictionary
aspDictionary
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Database.Selections
inset
maxRow
maxRows
minRow
minRows
multipartition
partition
partition-set
renamed
restrict
select
selectByExpr
selectNotNull
selectNull

Database.Unique
countUnique
distinct
uniqueSet
uniqueValues
Database.ZiZo
OpenZiZoDb
OpenZiZoDbs
Dates
add
after
before
dateFromString
dateToMillis
millisToDate
stringFromDate
today
Dictionaries
extHistogram
get
histogram
keys
makeDictionary
makeRegexDict
toList
values
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Lists

Scripts

accumulate
collect
concatenate
element
expand
histogram
listMaker
seekFirst
select
size
sort
sortStream
subinterval
toText
vlistMaker

batch-script
script-assign
script-build
script-choice
script-csv
script-error
script-export
script-log
script-merge
script-pathway
script-pw-source
script-source
script-start
script-update
Streams

Lists.Products
cross
triangle
zip

Append
Count
Null
Text

Measures
Measures
MeasuresOnList
Numerical

FileReader
FileWriter
FormatNumbers
StringConstant
TextCalculator

Calculator
IntegerSequence
NumericConstant
RandomInteger
Sum
Record
CombineRecords
MakeRecordFromList
MakeTempTable
RecordReader
RecordWriter
RestrictRecord
SplitRecord
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